exterior sign program
STANDARDS

STANDARD BUILDING SIGN  type B-2

Oxford Road Building
1280 Oxford Road

Visitor Parking Peavine Lot
27 Eagle Row

example 1
example 2

DIRECTIONAL SIGNS

for pedestrians only

Visitor Parking Peavine Lot
Woodruff PE Center

Campus Exit

MAP AREA

→

思いますつ House
2004 Ridgewood Road

type B-1

type B-3

for vehicles only

Donna & Marvin Schwartz Center for Performing Arts
1700 North Decatur Road

→

Campus Exit

→

 Suite 1500

Emory Office Entity Line 2 of entity Line 3 of entity

WALL ID SIGN
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A versatile variety of sign types is possible with the system.

**Interior Sign Program Standards**

**Interior Sign Color Schemes**

**Flag Mount Signs**
- RESTROOM

**Directional Signs**
- Seminar 302–304
- Restrooms
- Department office
- Conference Room C

**Hierarchy of Room Signs**
- RESTROOM

**Directories**
- Third Floor
  - Seminar 302–304
  - Restrooms
  - Department office
  - Conference Room C

**In Case of Fire**
- Use Fire Exit
- Do Not Use Elevators